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Marginalia . . .
This issue begins the second decade of this magazine's life.
At 21, we're finally of age. iFe'd like to think, of course, that matur-
ity came much earlier—but then that's every 21-year old's delusion.
The question is: what do we do now that we're old enough? Do we
go out and get drunk on some heady haikus or some sexy short
stories?
The analogy is pretty thin, after all. A magazine ages faster
than a man, and a Utile magazine in its second decade should have
the wisdom and experience of a senior citizen. Our problem now is
to stay vigorous and avoid stuffiness.
To give an, honest (and thoroughly objective) diagnosis, our
vital signs look very good indeed. We've just learned that Associate
Editor J. D. McClatchy's story, "Allonym," which appeared in No-
vember, 1970, has been selected by William Abrahams to appear in
Doubleday's Prize Stories: The 0. Henry Awards for 1972. Since
talented contributors are the lifeblood of the magazine, we're happy
also to note the publication of two distinguished collections of short
stories by authors who have appeared here. The University of Illi-
nois Press recently published Paul Friedman's collection of 11
stories with the intriguing title. And If Defeated Allege Fraud. Like
"A Matter of Survival," which appeared here originally, all of the
stories demonstrate a firm grasp of essentials and a willingness to
experiment.
Mr. Friedman was recommended to us by a regular contributor,
Philip F. O'Connor. He, incidentally, has just had his collection
published by the University of Iowa Press under the even more in-
triguing title. Old Morals, Small Continents, Darker Times. The new
collection is the result of his winning the 1971 Iowa School of Let-
ters Award for Short Fiction. We have always admired O'Connor s
way with small children and the details of family life so much in
evidence in this fine collection. Our congratulations to Messrs.
McClatchy, Friedman, and O'Connor.
J. J. K.
Alan Sillitoe:
The Image Shedding the Author
• Ramsay Wood
Several years ago Alan Sillitoe said, "One has to transcend class."
He was growing tired of being labelled "a working-class novelist." But
it seems few people listened. The picturesque story of a boy from the slums
of Nottingham who started work in a bicycle factory at 14 and rose to
become a best-selling novelist at 30 was too striking an image to ignore.
All the ingredients for an instant literary legend were ready for easy
public consumption: how, after contracting tuberculosis in Malaya as an
R.A.F. wireless operator, he spent 18 months in hospital reading a selec-
tion of books that would normally take ten years to finish; how he met
his wife, the American poet Ruth Fainlight, and left England to spend six
years around the Mediterranean living on a tiny disability pension while
they struggled through what they now call their "apprenticeships"; how
Saturday Night and Sunday Morning was rejected three times and almost
never published. But now, a dozen years since that first success, and after
five more novels, three collections of short stories, two very successful
film adaptations [Saturday Night and Sunday Morning and The Loneli-
ness of the Long-Distance Runner), three volumes of poetry and a travel
book, maybe it's possible to consider that Alan Sillitoe wasn't joking as
a creative writer when he said that "one has to transcend class."
The events in Sillitoe's later novels
—
The Death of William Posters
(1965) and A Tree on Fire (1%7), the first two installments of a trilogy
—spread themselves far beyond themes that can be interpreted as the
mere considerations of class-consciousness. The two main characters of
A Tree on Fire are Frank Dowley—a dropout working man from a Not-
tingham factory who seeks his life's meaning and purpose as a volunteer
guerrilla for the F.L.N, in the Algerian War—and Albert Handley, a zany
and rip-roaring painter from Lancashire who is suddenly "discovered"
by the artistic market of London and becomes rich. Although Sillitoe has
also said, "I will always carry around a bit of Nottingham in my boots."
at 42 he has been writing for 22 years of his life, and feels that the record
should speak for itself. Whereas his earlier books usually dealt with char-
acters who pursued lusty lives under conditions of English poverty, the
later novels follow the progress of working class characters who leave their
backgrounds to search for a meaning to life in a bigger world. In his latest
book, A Start in Life, Sillitoe deals with what he calls "a wider field of
characters," Because the scope of his talent is obviously much greater,
perhaps we can now anticipate that the "working class novelist" label will
peel completely off him.
After many years of mobility through several countries, Alan Sillitoe
and Ruth Fainlight settled down in 1969 when they fixed up and moved
into a converted rectory in the village of Wittersham, Kent. If quiet sur-
roundings are any prerequisite for creative writers, then the Sillitoes have
realized an ideal. The front of the house is screened from the public road
by a line of trees; the black garden is expansive and comfortable. There
is an overgrown fishpond which they speculate on converting into a small
swimming pool for their son David and his adopted sister Susan.
When I met the Sillitoes they had just returned from giving a poetry
reading at Hereford Teachers' Training college, and our conversation
began by discussing this break in their normal routine. "It took four days
to do a one hour poetry reading," remarked Sillitoe. "One day preparing
for it, one day travelling there, one day travelling back, and now one day
recovering." But it was apparent they had enjoyed the trip. Ruth Fainlight
had written a poem on the return train ride, and they both joked about
the phenomenon of a training college where the population ratio was nine
women for every man. Although I had been warned that Alan Sillitoe was
noted for his personal reticence, I found him quite willing to talk about
his writing.
"To be a writer," he said, "is to have a sort of lingering disease of
spiritual consumption that you hope will take all your life to kill you. You
go on spending yourself—spend, spend, spend—and you're getting spirit-
ually more fine all the time. I think ^vriters aje some of the toughest people
on earth. It's not the effort, but a backbone thing of being gnawed at,
each blow coming out of your spirit. I'm in a state of semi-exhiliration
when writing, but meanwhile it's wearing me to the bone. People would
laugh at the actual amount of work—maybe six hours in one day."
"Production is a word that describes what is happening, but it doesn't
tell you what is making it happen," says Sillitoe. His wife adds: "You sit
down and hope you can get into a state of grace. One has a compulsion to
bear witness, as if one didn't, life wouldn't be worth anything." One of
her poems is entitled "A Desperate Measure," and goes:
Tell me what you think, and I
Shall tell you who you are.
But how articulate my thoughts
Until I can be sure just who
Speaks through me when I'm questioned?
Then tell me who you think you are.
Be silent, do not speak, I shall
Identify myself in action.
There is identifiable action in the Sillitoe home. He finished A Start
in Life before the end of 1969 and it ran to over 350 pages, ("I didn't
plan it that long; it just happened that way." I Early last year he gave
away a play—the first one he'd written—to the Contemporary Tlieatre,
a young and almost unknown group of actors specializing in community
and experimental drama. Tlie play, entitled This Foreign Field, had its
world premiere at the Roundhouse in London in March 1970, but did not
enjoy favorable reviews. He has finished the script for an American-backed
film on his story "The Ragman's Daughter" which will go into production
in late 1971. Meanwhile he is 200 pages into the final book of his trilogy,
the sequel to Tree on Fire. Ruth Fainlight has been writing poems and
completing the final draft of her first volume of short stories.
Two resident writers pose scheduling problems for the day to day
affairs of the household, but the Silliloes manage an efficient sharing of
duties in order that they both end up with equal creative time. They each
have individual rooms for their writing. On the first floor the door of an-
other room is soundproofed on the inside with a triple thickness of old
blankets sewn together. In it the family typist pounds her keyboard six
to eight hours a day, five days a week, busily churning out various drafts
of Sillitoe or Fainlight manuscripts. "There's an invisible flag flying over
this house that says 'Art' or 'Writing' on it," says Alan Sillitoe. But writing
itself is not really considered to be work.
"To talk pompously of 'my work'," he says, "when you know very
well there are some 25 million people crawling out of their beds every
morning and doing an eight or nine hour shift, often in conditions of semi-
misery—well, one can't be too pompous. One takes oneself seriously, but
I think one can't call writing work. If you have talent, then you don't
work. That's really what it boils down to.
"A writer, if he manages to earn a living at what he's doing—even if
it's a very poor living, acquires some of the attributes of the old-fashioned
gentleman ( if I can be so silly ) . Or a man with a private income, which
is what it feels like. It used to feel like it to me when I was earning noth-
ing; I wasn't working in a factory and I was living in Majorca on a very
small amount of money, but it seemed as if I had a private income. And
it still seems like that, and that I don't work. I churn out a novel now and
again, and I'm lucky enough for it to bring in enough money so that
I still don't have to work. I've been at it for more than twenty years now,
without what I would call working. My life has completely changed and
time has rubbed out that initial dream-like experience of misery in child-
hood and then the youth of working in a factory. It's vivid to me as well,
but it's rubbed out as far as assessing what I'm doing at the moment is
concerned."
If any eventual shattering of the predigested "working class novelist"
image does occur, it will in fact be no sudden revelation. More than ten
years ago Sillitoe's second novel. The General, was published and con-
siderably puzzled some literary critics. It was a tale of the future, an alle-
gorical fantasy which Sillitoe described as "an image of a man in society,
of the writer." The Oxford Times of June 3rd, 1960, concluded its review
of The General with an honest admission of confusion between the writer
and his popular image:
It is not so much that it {The General) is a bad book
—
Mr. Sillitoe probably cannot easily write a bad book
but it is not really the sort of book one expects of him.
In retrospect it might well be said that Alan Sillitoe's progress as a writer
is dependent upon his capacity to create books that are not the sort "one
expects of him.'"
Sillitoe shrinks from labels. He feels that facile cataloguing of people
strips the individual of his uniqueness and encourages people to think of
each other in a superficial manner. "I can't classify any two people
—
that's my trouble sometimes," he says. "Everyone's different." Thus he has
consistently rejected the convenient literary pigeonholes into which some
critics have attempted to slot him. "I do not consider myself a Kitchen
Sink school of writer," he said in an interview once. "I don't think anyone
can speak of a 'school of writing' until thirty years after it's written."
Sillitoe's novels and stories frequently explore forms of rebellion; his
characters often pursue a relentless struggle against the stultifying forces
in society that would render life narrow, predictable, banal, and a living
death. The often quoted thoughts of Albert Seaton in Saturday Night and
Sunday Morning:—
Once a rebel, always a rebel. You can't help being one.
You can'l deny that. And it's best to be a rebel so as to
show 'em it don't try to get you down.
were first published during the heyday of the so-called Angry Young Men
(another literary label that seems as facilely inaccurate as it was speedily
applied to a varied group of writers). Although these writers were Silli-
toe's contemporaries, somehow he survived the glare and ballyhoo of suc-
cess and nurtured a private integrity that would not be compromised.
When the film of Saturday Night and Sunday Morning opened in London
in 1961, Sillitoe fled to live in Morocco for four months. "I wanted to
write a book," he said in an interview with Kenneth AUsop in Tangiers.
"In London one is too accessible. Here there isn't even a telephone. I am
not a telly personality, a lecturer or a party-goer. I'm a writer."
While middle age brings a shift in the orientation of some successful
writers, the fierce opinions of youth mellowing into a more tolerant season
of veteranhood, Sillitoe claims he has hardly changed. He still experiences
an intense love-hale for England, feeling that its writers have neglected
the habit of travel and thus risk a terrible stagnation: "England can be-
come so deadly insular. There's atrocious inequality on the right little,
tight little island. It's a horrible place to come back to. I've always had
this feeling that English writers are too parochial. They never leave Eng-
land practically. You get Kingsley Amis's book called / Like It Here. Well,
to me this is the sort of blackest dead end that any writing fraternity can
ever enter into. I think that one has to get out of this country, you see, in
order to gain some bigger perspective regarding the world. I just can't
see how these people can go on writing and just stick on this little island.
I think it's about time the Channel was filled in. Take all the rubble in
France and England, and you could do it easily. I think it's grim, you
know. I'd like to have a bridge across there; you could drive across it in
twenty minutes or so. I think it's dreadful, this sort of I-iike-it-here com-
plex which has stricken English writers since the end of the last war,
I suppose. Before that they seemed to go about quite a bit. I don't go far
afield, but at least I've been plenty of times around various places."
Sillitoe loves maps. He regards them the way some people regard
beautiful paintings. A huge map of Russia dominates one wall of his
writing room; on a table lies a foot-high stack of opened maps from other
parts of the world, and packed on a shelf above are innumerable road and
street maps from Spain, France, England, Morocco, Russia, Algeria, to
name but a few. Between stints of writing he will pore over these personal
ikons to recharge his creative batteries or to check specific points of top-
ology he may be writing about. "Maps give ideas; that's why I like them,"
he says.
He and his eight year old son David spend months drawing what
they call "map poems," an intricate entertainment of visualizing imaginary
countries or towns. Their cartographic habit appears unbelievably detailed,
an exercise in total urban or rural planning. In David's bedroom there
hangs a framed early map poem entitled "Astronautic Research Centre"
at the top and captioned "Special Syldavian Survey Sheet Seven : Sillitoes"
at the bottom. Cities, towns, villages, airports, swamps, roads and train-
lines are accoimted for in this bird's-eye view around an imaginary launch-
pad.
Sillitoe's emphasis on geographical accuracy comes through clearly
in his books; scenery is always vividly described, and one has the sense
that his characters act within a living ecology, not a dead landscape of the
intellect. An extension of his love of maps is a keen interest in the martial
arts. Strategy, tactics, and military history—these are subjects Sillitoe has
studied since long before he was published. Frank Dawley in Tree on Fire
fights in the Algerian War on the side of the F.L.N. The desperate struggles
for survival of Dawley and his band of guerrilla comrades lake place in
the harsh climate of the Sahara and under battle conditions that are por-
trayed with a blend of brutal realism and poetic imagery:
They ambled like dead men, seeking refuge from the
stony midday sun, no longer knowing that they walked.
Land was like alcohol; he walked, and walking was like
drinking. He drank it on walking and went all day from
sundown to blackout wallowing in it until he dropped
from exhaustion and total inebriation, happy and not
caring if he ever woke again. Trudging all day over the
flat stale beer of the stony plain, brandy of hills, mouth
shut tight because it seeped in continually through eyes,
ears, nose and anus, the drink of land and the never-
ending gutterbout of topography, a blinding weekend
of landbooze that went on for months. Such drink
killed one with thirst, that was the only trouble, but it
gave you the required lift, the lighting-up time of the
brain in the flaring magnetic dayflash of the desert.
"I think every so-called man—self-made and otherwise—has to know
military history and something of the military art," says Sillitoe. "A writer
is always the potential victim of any state; it's as well to know something
about the basic organization necessary to initiate or take part in any guer-
rilla warfare. And in order to study guerrilla warfare you have to go right
back through every campaign as far as Alexander the Great. You've got
to start right at the bottom of the ocean and come up to the surface. You
can't just study guerrilla warfare; I mean you can, but on its own it won't
fit so easily into the overall pattern. If one is sort of a Renaissance man;
you've got to know about military art, or science—as some would have it."
It's very necessary to know how to fire a gun. I don't mean one just
sits reading about tactics and studying maps. One has to go out for a fif-
teen mile bicycle ride or an eight mile walk. Already, of course, from
years ago I can fire a machine gun, throw a grenade, and all the rest of it.
I've got no practice, but at least you know what a rifle can do. You know
where to set up machine guns to control five miles of country. I never
walk around any countryside without thinking how it can be defended or
what dispositions I'd made to attack it. This is just natural to me. First
of all I think how beautiful the country is and how I would describe it,
and then—as a natural corollary—how I would destroy it or fight through
it."
He is sitting at his desk as he says the above, speaking gently despite
the overt pugnacity of his talk. He puffs on a pipe and doodles away on
a writing pad in front of him as we talk. David bursts into the room just
back from school, and after greetings climbs into his lap.
"What's this, Alan," he asks pointing to the doodle which has been
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developing from way before we began speaking of the martial arts.
"It's a machine gun position: how to place machine guns on this hill
when people are trying to cross a river. You point one that way and one
that v\?ay—that's called enfilading. In that case nobody can pass that river
within half a m.ile. It's impossible. If you enfilade—one that way and one
that way; you have to get a compass to sight the angles." They proceed
to a discussion and drawing test of the conventional signs for depicting
tanks, artillery infantry and the other elements of a battle plan. An infor-
mal but extended map-poem begins to blossom.
A clue to Sillitoe's themes may be found in one of the ways he has
described visualizing his characters: "My stories, if they are any success,
are the misty and occasionally musty vision of a face whose features are
involved in some form of emotion, suffering in particular circumstances."
He says this is a literal and not a poetic account of how he works. The
face may be half-remembered from his past, someone he once knew but
hasn't thought of for years, or it may be a totally new face, someone he
never knew but somehow can identify. It is a psychological facility he has
always had, as far as he can tell. But the key words in this description are
"emotion" and "suffering." The face is always vague and hazy, its features
indistinct; what matters to Sillitoe, and the ingredients that distinguish
the main quality of his stories, is the force of emotion and suffering that
propels the face into his consciousness. It is the accuracy with which he
matches the face and its motivation that makes his characters so vibrant.
The events of his stories are usually invention, but there is no doubt that
his characters are alive, struggling, suffering, and fighting to achieve
some kind of meaning and understanding in their lives. It is not insignifi-
cant that he mentions Dostoevski and Camus as being big personal influ-
ences on his writing.
Another valuable suggestion Alan Sillitoe has made concerns his atti-
tude towards reading: "It is very important that a man should read, espe-
cially modern works in which he recognizes himself, and understands him-
self. This is a way of killing loneliness."
If reading can kill loneliness, it gains its victory through communica-
tion. It is communication which enables the individual to recognize and
understand himself, and thus thwarts a sense of social isolation. This
sounds like a cliche, but Sillitoe makes a fundamental distinction between
communication and persuasion, feeling that they are often vitally confused
in our society.
Persuasion is any use of language which vitiates the individual by
manipulating his free will and choice. All forms of persuasion are factors
of "them," a power-group working to force the individual into the mass
mold and make us think like one, dull, collective group. The word
communication has been pre-empted and contaminated by usage among
groups whose basic function is to persuade. Chiefly these groups are
involved in one form or another of the so-called communications industry
—journalism, public relations, television and advertising. Advertising is
the most blatant use of word and image to create a specific effect in
people; information may be exchanged for the benefit of the overall
economic system (mass needs or predispositions are set in motion), but
the individual is persuaded or unpersuaded; he is not communicated with.
He reacts, but he does not necessarily understand. Communication works
on a deeper level than simple information exchange or dominance over the
individual by one group or another; communication is a different kind
of nutrition.
Sillitoe insists that communication touches in a mysterious manner
something in the human being (call it the spirit or the soul) "killing lone-
liness" and helping the individual to recognize and perhaps understand
himself. Understanding is an experience of the individual within himself,
and not a persuasion situation of one individual or group putting its mes-
sage over on another. A conversion syndrome, however righteously in-
spired, is not an example of communication. "I don't write to persuade
people to come to me and ask me what to do or what my opinions are," says
Sillitoe. "I write so people can read and maybe understand. But I'm not a
teacher."
Thus Sillitoe has said that he does not write with the intention of
communicating with anyone except himself: ". . . my only desire is to
communicate the language and idea of a story on to paper, to fix the
muddled cloudiness of the incident by pen and ink so that it becomes clear,
set down in plain English for me to read and re-read, and with luck, for
others to read later on when it gets put into print and bound into a maga-
zine or book."
If there Is one working class trait that Sillitoe has not lost, it is
a spirited stubbornness in refusing to compromise his aims as a writer. In
an age when some publishers employ market researchers to plot the sub-
ject and treatment of their next potential best sellers, Sillitoe resists
having his integrity qualified by any vision except his own. If his books
are lucky enough to sell well, he feels it is a function of his honesty.
"One keeps honest by staying strictly within one's intentions. As a writer,
you write. Success does not change you; you are still a writer."
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Tree in Wind
• Matt Field
For the third day, wind.
Out of the northeast, its sullen
battering still assaults the skull
until little more Avill implode
cringing membrane and brittle shell.
An old-time tempest, at least force seven,
"Whole trees are in motion";
gale warnings are displayed.
The evening seems afloat
on an ocean moved inland;
its thudding shakes us, and
we swallow pressure as
it whumps against the window.
Flung rain on the glass is spray in shadow,
and the room behind us
rides gray light like a boat.
While we watch, the tallest
pitch pine on the rocky lawn shudders flat
across the sanded path; it falls like sighing
swallowed in a great shout,
following clumsily the urging
of the wind's insane direction, its foot
wrenched naked, too shallow a root
to stand in this climate.
Tomorrow, by daybreak,
this will blow itself out.
When the barometer steadies,
all morning while the sun shines
the powersaw will scream through bark
and heartwood, piling resinous sawdust,
impatiently gnawing thirty years
into disposable segments.
It will be too soft,
not really wood of much account.
It never was good timber, growing rank
and knotted, never strong
or straight; its lowest branches dead,
its coarse top tormented
into bonzai shapes above the furrowed trunk;
but it stood this long.
The Brick-Kilns: November
• Nancy G. Westerfield
Through fields of apples walked on in fall's shoes,
By the ditches' brew of brick-color runnings,
I have come to these squat hogans, where they raven
Their clay, red-window me the walker, maw
Upon me with an explicit roar. History, and prehistory,
Soots their circle: they are crematoria.
Smelters of old ores, fires in the floors of caves
For a no-name creature prizing his warm
In a wordless time, little volcanoes
Stewing their broth-fires before the creature came.
Freeze needs this fever; like the field-mice
I too creep to the circle for creature-heat.
Leaving language outside; there are no poems
To shout to these fireplaces, whose Fahrenheits leap
And shriek when they eye me; self-sealed.
The sullen doors unlock to no knocker;
In their despite I summer myself at vents
And toss apples to spit and fry, making appled bricks.
(Making sacrifice in an old circle, a sorcerer tosses
One jiving thing, that dances a staggering instant
Before it sticks.) The kilns kettle the frozen air
With fall's cookery: little kitchens
Saucing their own history.
Ruins
• James Doyle
This strangeness stirs medieval air.
Touches answers, stored in bone;
The memories of April prayer
Cry against November stone.
Prints appear where none remain
—
There a tonsured lover stood.
Shining with the other's pain.
Love remembers only wood.
Far beyond, this captive head
Guards forever with eyes of dust
The loneliness of an iron bed.
The faithfulness of rust.
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The Man Who Quit
• Charles Oliver
I do believe I'm going to have another son. Each morning I take an
easy and long leave of my wife, second wife, and walk to work two miles,
so I can look at the day, rainy or no, get a feel of it. I'm a day-postman
and a night-painter, a monk of this nation, a secret monk under self-
imposed orders not to turn and look back too suddenly. . . . When my
customers, whom I know by name, meet me fo rtheir mail, they smile in
ways that say much for them. I know they think I must have had gentle
parents, delightful childhood, good stiff church training, or some such
thing. Not so, but I understand; they've not been Avhere I have. Anymore,
a man forty years old is from an ancient world. Better world, I say.
Now I live in a house with a large porch in a small Arkansas town,
but three years ago this summer, when I was twenty-two, I was finishing
my second year as an illustrator ("senior technical design analyst," as the
job description had it ) for a missile company, one of the thirty biggest cor-
porations in America, making biggest money for me. the son of a man who
graduated only from the eighth grade and never reached a hundred bucks
a week in a life of hard work. I owed it all to the fact I learned nothing but
commercial art in college, nothing at all before that. So I'd graduated,
chaste of anything but ambition and neat plans, deploring the scruffy
artists. I had more cleverness, more skillful technique than any of them,
yes sir. In the same button-down shirts favored by my frat I went to work
for the missile company. What a retribution (by God, I'm tempted to say
these days ) for my pride and ignorance
!
Two years later I'd acquired, in this order, a wife (pretty and right-
hearted, former sorority girl, cheerleader, teacher), bills, a twenty-two
thousand dollar house, Danish modern furniture, bills, a new Mustang, bills,
a son, bills ("Dammit," I'd cried, "this isn't a warehouse!")—and a home-
made sickness that rolled in the gut like a drunk's dry leaves.
Four days a week I gave James, supervisor and friend, a ride home
from work, and during this last fitful summer we'd been getting dog drunk
four days a week. The other three we honored the weekend, cleared our
brains, suffered vague longings. But Monday we'd grow restless beneath
the fluorescent lights in the windowless, shadowless plant. Sand in the
mouth, steam in the brain. So for lunch we'd drink beer at a nearby tavern,
and after work we'd get serious, some days staying till the bar closed and
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some days going to James' apartment and drinking till television left the
air. Because Jean, my wife, was rude in her objections we avoided my
brick house with its cedar shakes, a minor inconvenience. It's never pleas-
ant to drink around people who are on the verge of divorce. My wife was
engaged in deciding whether I was a complainer ,a congenital no-good, or
an alcoholic. She could see no reason for my being anything but grateful
for such a job, such a life. Payoff every Friday, shop passionately Satur-
day and leisurely all week. Good pay, clean office and restrooms, reason-
able hours. ... It didn't impress her at all that I felt drugged as I neared
die plant in the morning, fought sleep and nausea all day, and revolted
in my poor fashion. Lately, as my perversity developed. I wore bluejeans
and shirts, frayed sometimes, always colored or printed, to relieve the
whiteness, the grayness.
Last night the revolt didn't end till we were so drunk we had to take
a taxi home. I fell asleep in the back seat. Unable to wake me, James and
the taxi driver carried me, arms and legs, outstretched, to the front porch
and laid me down. There I slept, on the concrete slab. My back and head
hurt when I woke this morning, but I hardly noticed. Sometime during the
night the world had changed. From horizon to horizon it was overcast,
black thunderheads moving across the sky like avengers. And the rain
whispered sadly.
Rain, rain, if I could be a painter, no more, paint a street of sorrows
with a dark tarnished rain shine on it.
A couple of times in the spring there would be storms driving against
the roof of the plant, and below, in the fluorescent maze I'd hear faintly
the swoosh of rain, like a voice in the distance calling. Then I'd know
I was in the counterfeit world, not nearly as rich as the one I'd had free
as a kid or the one I could imagine. Lost world, never found world. But
does everything have to be lost? How do you lop off the diseased limb,
grow a truer way? How helpless it is possible to feel, how desperate. By
what means does a man come to wish a tornado would tear off the roof
and begin to clean away. . . . What if I could begin myself, today? Quit
the drinking. Which meant quitting the job. Quit that too then. And make
Jean understand, keep her and little John, take better care of them.
I'd been quitting for a year now. In a locked drawer of my desk I had
a ninety-page resignation, a diary of sorts, in which I wrote what I thought
about the job, the people, even man's life, strange subject for me. I'd
been trying to say what was wrong, and though I still didn't know, hadn't
quit—odd that quitting seemed so unpatriotic, so important, as though
the house wculd fall, the family dissolve, die car rust, ruin and exile—I'd
advanced down a bad road. I'd even illustrated my scraps of thought.
A ghoul was fat and lewd, eating ashes.
Jean made it a practice to leave the front door open each night till
nine, the time she punctually went to bed. If I came home later, I had to
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bang and yell to rouse her. But this morning, in my mind's eye, I could
see her sleeping by herself, or with the child beside her again, an arm
protectively thrown across him as they spent the night alone. I'd caused
enough pain, so I didn't wake her. I watched the sky and remembered.
An hour later, hearing her move about, I knocked softly and finally
was admitted, without a word. I lay down for a while with my son, then
dressed. Jean still wasn't speaking when I called a taxi (I'd left my car
at the bar), yet I wanted to break the silence, much as I resented having
to do it. "I want to talk to you tonight," I said. "I'll have some news."
I wasn't up to telling her I planned to resign the job that made the pay-
ments on this vacuum cleaner of a life.
Snapping her eyes toward me, she couldn't conceal the momentary
hope, but she controlled it. "I may have some news for you too, buster."
So I was driven down streets shimmering with rain, then drove from
the bar and parked in tlie prescribed slot between the new Buick and the
new Mercury. Between the parking lot and the office area there were two
security checkpoints. A ten-year-old spy would have had no trouble pass-
ing through. Besides, the secrets the guards and several departments pro-
tected I'd read in the newsmagazines, considerably clarified too. It was
another wrinkle in this madness which was bright and wrinkled as tinfoil.
Hence, the company was here in the Midwest not because of raw materials,
good market, labor supply, enterprising men—nope, truth is a senator with
seniority for the right committee assignment had wheeled and dealed the
industry here. The compnay lived off defense contracts. Natch, and the
senator had five thousand partons at a whack.
I passed through the factory, a mile-long cavern, and as always I was
impressed by the missiles in their jigs and fixtures, the big bullets like
stingers of the insectlike shapes. Just one of them would destroy a city.
There the union workers lolled about, waiting for the bell to signal the
beginning of their well-paid day (if they reacted sullenly to any man's
order, they obeyed the bell with spirit), their unfriendly eyes following
the flow of office workers. Their eyes said. You are a bunch of panaies,
hrotvnnoses, jinks, bootlickers—and one day my son will be among you,
may even be your boss. Well, he may have my job, speed the day.
Down the pastel hallways then, into the open area where hundreds of
gray desks were in neat rows, a whiteshirted army filing to them, seating
itself, nervously glancing around. I was one in the ranks, with both a desk
and a drafting table. Now our own bell tinkled. Commence the work of
the free world, taking care to account for your efforts in each twelve-
minute segment, five to the hour, forty a day, one hundred sixty a week,
week after week, someday we'll have a nuclear war and your efforts will
be abloom. (That's not altogether fair.)
Unlocking my desk, I drew out a pen and my resignation diary.
I added several blank pages, then dated a clean sheet and wrote. / quit.
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Although each day's entry for the past eight months carried the same
notation, today the threat seemed dangerously real. My hand quivered
as I continued to write. Why are we here? Money and power for a hand-
ful. But security is the big bitch who's seduced our souh, and half our
institutions (more) are her pimps. Hoiv else, we ask, are we to make
a living? Surely we are fortunate. Basketsful of money it takes to wallow
the old lady. So we, needing forever an extra buck, are peddling, running
a rummage sale of the psyche. Everything goes, world-damaged goods. For
sale, our capacity for love and grief, cheap, but a risky purchase, yea, for
the feeblest love rebels against sterility, touches the stream of memory.
So for a number of years, till we're stunted in chromosome, we'll have
supervisors instead of keepers, and our lives may run on free as speed-
ometers, recording the spinning days and months and years .
Now I had to pause in my cynicism, prison philosophy, for James
was coming, lumbering along the aisle, Samsonite briefcase and seer-
sucker suit, heavy and somber this morning, a perfectly groomed off-duty
circus bear. He was intelligent (Danforth fellow in history in California)
hut a hint corrupt, defeated as a teacher. For a year now we'd talked and
drunk together, more and more of both. Only a few years older, he'd
joined the company as my equal, a technical writer, and six months
later he was supervisor of all illustrators and technical writers.
"Sleep good last night?" he asked, not caring, bemused.
"I'm glad you're my friend," I said. "If you weren't I think you'd
have pushed me out of the taxi."
Lifting his briefcase to my desk, he propped an elbow against it, still
remote. "Now, Johnny, did you expect me to tangle with your wife?"
"Why didn't you knock and run?"
There was a silence while he sought his brain. "I'm sorry then," he
said. "Let me make it up to you tonight. I'll call Judy and tell her to fix
us a steak for supper. Then we'll drink whiskey and tell lies together."
"No," I said, suddenly terrified, possessed with a desire to change the
very roots of my life. "No—I don't care . . . I'm going to stop . . . I'm
going to take Jean—and the boy, John, too—" I broke off, shaking my
head, grinning foolishly, trying to express at once my gratefulness for
his friendship and to reveal my determination that it was going to change,
maybe end.
"Go to hell," James said. "Next time I'm dumping you on your neigh-
bor's porch." He nodded bigly, half bowed, and marched on his glass and
gray plastic cubicle.
I turned back to my resignation, started a new paragraph. Since this
will be one of my last days, I want to say I'm sometimes embarrassed
about my carping. How can I say it, who can understand? Two years ago
I graduated from college, scoutlike and smug, yes, but with a romance,
energy, and optimism (American standard) inconceivable to me now.
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Since then, not long past, several times Vve felt a wish, urging itself up,
ballooning, that one of our missiles would explode, this ivhole plant
blasted away, the fine red dust filtering back down through the contamin-
ated seething air. So I quit. I'd been grasping the pen so tightly my hand
ached, the veins large as cord. But I added an afterthought: A confession
of weakness. Could I have been one of those who, minding their own
business, minded the store of the fuehrer? Then, leaning back in my chair,
I heard James say, "Is that work authorized?" And I looked up into the
mock grin.
"Nope. I haven't done any authorized work this week. Nor, for that
matter, much in the last few months, say twenty-four. Here's a shocker.
We've got nineteen illustrators and work for four or five. So we're faking
it, charging our time to whichever account can stand the padding this
week. But I forgot, I told you that six months ago. You know, James,
after two years I still don't know how those goddam missiles get built."
"We build them," he said. "Ten thousand drawings for one system,
if need be, but we have our function. If this is such a slush of waste, what
are you going to do to save the company some money?"
"Well, I'll save it the price of my salary."
For a moment he was vacant-eyed, then he heaved wearily. A hand
on his hip, he flipped through my diary with thumb and forefinger.
"Quitting again, see. The only resignation in history that will be published
in three volumes. Posthumously." Big bear grin. "If you don't stop this,
I'm going to see to it you don't get paid. You've played this game too
long."
"Have at it," I said. "I'm finished." Said it in such a voice his grin
collapsed into that intelligent troubled face. Suddenly I had a vision of
James, saw for the first time who he was. He was that chunky kid who
lived on my block when I was a kid, the one bigger than the rest of us,
a hit of a bully, the one I'd had to fight before we could be friends. After-
wards, playing together in dusky evenings he'd talk to me, wild-eyed, and
I'd realized with a shock no one had ever loved him, so he bluffed the
best he could. It was as though James and I had shrunk momentarily, been
reduced to prototype, then reassumed our adult forms. "Come on," he
said, "I'll buy you a cup of coffee."
Coffee in a white foam cup from the whining vending machine in
the pastel green hallway. A depressing place, but we stayed there, where
our lack of movement was not only alien to the atmosphere (everyone
passing quickly, running errands, in an almost effeminate flutter) but also
an infraction of company rules. "You're not quitting," he said.
"I'm leaving. Saving the smear of feeling I've left for the next fifty
years."
He grabbed my arm. "Don't give me that lie!" He tried to stare me
down, grasping my arm harder, and I was getting angry till I saw those
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frightening eyes. At his insistence we wandered through the hallways,
talking. "Oh, yes, you're young enough and alcoholic enough to be idealis-
tic. You won't compromise and enjoy this twentieth century gravy train.
What legitimate business could pay
—
"
"Goddam, James, that's sorry. I've yet to meet a fool or coward who
didn't recommend that I compromise at something, anything. School,
church, marriage, work. I've been bending over so long I can't stand up.
Compromise. All right, what does this company want to negotiate? What's
the company going to compromise?"
"What the hell do you want? A pat on the head?"
"No, I want to quit. What does the company want—to castrate me?"
That struck James' fancy. He assumed a pose. "Yes, and let them do
it, while you smile big and happy and say, 'I'm in accord herewith with
what you call my optimum condition. The blood feels warm on my thigh.'
"
Legs spread and face contorted, he mimicked the operation, elaborating
on the monologue, looking for all the world like my chunky childhood
friend making an obscene gesture with his hand behind the teacher's
back. "Steers," James said almost sadly, "and our job is to graze and fat.
So be it."
Both silent, we returned to our area. James motioned me into his
office and we sat facing each other, James pensive, vacant-eyed. Still not
looking at me, he said, "You know, you're a little boy bastard. I could
help you, if you were interested in working instead of cheap speculations
about life. But you'd rather talk like a college sophomore than make
twenty thousand a year. Yes, you had. So I get more and more money,
and you—why, you just get angrier."
"I'm not angry."
"Of course not. That's why ever since I came to work here you've
spent half the day writing a resignation." He was leaning back in his chair,
hands clasped across his large chest. "Will you have a beer with me at
noon? We'll take a couple of typists with us." I declined. James let his
chair spring him forward. Elbow on desk, he waved a forefinger at me
as though he was brandishing a pistol. "Hold it till tomorrow." I de-
clined, "Yes, a day means nothing. Then come home with me and we'll
discuss it over steaks and whiskey. If I don't convince you you're a fool
for quitting, I'll help you deliver the resignation first thing in the morn-
ing. I may even quit with you." I said my mind was already made up.
He slammed his fist down on his desk. "Quit then! But aren't we friends?
Don't we make this place bearable for each other? Take one night, and tell
me why you have to leave. I've quit jobs before, sometimes rightly, and
sometimes like a stupid ass. I know how you feel, Johnny, I do, what you
think, what you want. I've been there, and I can tell you things about it.
Listen to me one night."
"No whiskey?"
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"No whiskey, just food."
"One hour?"
"Damn, Johnny! Your boss invites you to dinner and you say you'll
come for one hour. Did they teach you that in college?"
"I learned to draw lines and color in college. It's part of the problem."
"Oh hell, I don't care what they taught you. Will you come?"
I thought it over for a minute, then said I'd accept only if Jean and
little John were invited. James said they were welcome if they brought
their own soda pop. So I put away my resignation for another day and
called Jean. I had just begun explaining that James wanted me to discuss
some company business tonight when she hung up on me. I dialed the
number again and let it ring ten minutes before Jean picked up the re-
ceiver, said, "Wrong number, buster," and slammed it down. I tried once
more that afternoon, but this time she didn't answer at all.
I piddled about the rest of the day, vaguely disturbed because Jean
had dissuaded me from quitting immediately.
James rode home with me, through the rainy streets. He lived in
a large apartment complex, one of those brand new imitations of European
inns, villas, and the like—I think his was modelled after an Italian villa,
with a swimming pool in the courtyard. His apartment had gold-flecked
wails.
He mixed the drinks while Judy prepared hors d'oeuvres and I tried
to call home. Jean had left the house, or simply wouldn't answer, which
made me anxious. But I had no time to brood about it, because both James
and Judy constantly were hollering at me from the kitchen, and the televi-
sion, as it had been on every occasion I'd been there, was set at a thunder-
ous pitch, though no one ever watched it. Besides all this. Matt, their four-
year-old boy, was playing soldier around me. His uniform consisted of
a helmet camouflaged with green plastic leaves and inordinately large
machine gun, almost too heavy for him to carry. Otherwise, he was naked,
and it was as disconcerting to see his worming his way on his elbows
across the carpet as it was to have him in my lap.
Very shortly then I was sorry I'd come. Judy was forever in getting
dinner, pausing frequently to ask James or me a question about the laby-
rinths of company politics. Both James and Judy were fascinated not with
the work, which was meaningless, but with the intricate calculations and
schemes necessary to advance. James was proud, rightly so I suppose, of
the daring game he played. I'd heard him boast that using Whyte's The
Organization Man as a handbook he'd doubled his salary in a year. (Later
he'd have the manager's job, the manager demoted to a minor role in an-
other division of the company, a victim not of his real inadequacy but of
James' cunning. James would advance even higher, be paid even more . . . .)
We drank boilermakers, beer and whiskey, half and half as James
made tliem, and after a while I began to relax, thinking even that Jean
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was, after all, brutally unfair. James was explaining World War I. He
knew a great deal of history, and I enjoyed listening. But suddenly, during
a lull he shifted subjects, as I knew he would. "Judy," he called out, and
she came to the doorway. "I've just figured out a way to manufacture
rocket fuel so cheaply we could supply every base in the free world for
about sixteen cents a month."
"How?" Judy asked, smiling, dutifully playing the straight man.
James slowly turned his head toward me, letting the grin form larger
and larger. "All we need do is give substance to Johnny's simple-minded
boyish idealism. Turn it to liquid, say, and there's more than we need. And
it's got fire in it. And it'd be cheap, very cheap, plentiful. Why, if we use
Johnny up in a hundred years, there must be five million more like him
—
silly young men burning inside for the good world."
"Jamie!" Judy cried. "Johnny's
—
"
"An easier way," I said, "would be to build an engine that could
burn despair. Or ignorance and grubbiness. In an hour's time enough fuel
could be manufactured in our company to propel a thousand missiles.
Even more, shoot the United States itself out of this galaxy. Flare, fade,
disappear. Goodbye, by God! So long!"
"Johnny!" Judy cried.
I jumped up and paced the room, angry but not at them, not at any-
one, the knot of liquor unravelling in my stomach. The television seemed
louder than usual. "As you say, James, I've been there." I crossed the
room, talking directly to him now, almost shouting. "I've drunk evening
after evening with you, till I can love the barmaid, talk to you decently,
or even want to see my wife and boy. So I drive home, watching out for
policemen and little children, going to meet a scornful and comfortable
wife. Tell me this, James, why is it we're more willing to die when we're
drunk. Why is the idea of dying at the plant so frightening?" Seeing my
drink on the coffee table, I clutched at it and took a big swallow.
James was hooting and clapping, but Judy was shocked. "Johnny,"
she said slowly, "what's wrong with you tonight?"
"He meant it!" James yelled. "He meant it. Don't you see Johnny's
been thinking deeply. And blackly. He makes Dostoevsky seem like an
optimist." He paused, pointed a finger at me. "You know, I think you've
really given up on your childlike dreams. Yes, you have! And now you
just use them to prod on your sense of being betrayed. Now you tell me,
Johnny, who betrayed you? Who?" He banged his empty glass down on
the coffee table. "He did!" he yelled. "He betrayed himself. He wants that
house and car! He wants bigger ones, mansions and Cadillacs. Yes!"
"JNo!" I cried, trembling so I could hardly hold my drink. "You're
talking about yourself!"
"Jamie!" Judy yelled, "look what you all are doing to Matt! The naked
boy, standing by the blaring television, was aghast, whitefaced. He started
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crying. They both tried to talk to him at once, tlien shouted at each other
to be quiet. Matt fled down the hallway toward his room, howling. I felt
an urge to wreck the television and fingered an ashtray as a possible tool.
Then till dinner was almost done, we avoided any reference to the com-
pany or my quitting. But when I mentioned I'd have to leave shortly,
James replied he had more to say and as soon as we finished eating he
intended to say it, without excessive subtlety.
While Judy cleaned the kitchen, we took our places in front of the
flicker and din of the television. Matt warily following me, eyeing me
closely, then crawling up into my lap, still naked. Now I was gulping my
whiskey, James watching me closely. "You're a reformer," he said.
"Not anymore. I'm quitting, remember, not attacking the company.
Why, I'm all for missiles. Let the Negroes have the jobs. Let them find
out
—
"
"Really a nihilist. Don't you realize that five thousand people depend
on that organization. Five thousand families, what do you want them to
do?" I shrugged, weary of thinking, talking. "Should they be cold, go
hungry?"
"The devil," I said, "could make the same defense of hell."
"Johnny, you're a black-hearted sentimentalist, the most sickening
kind. You keep telling me we're spending our lives in a plastic bag, suf-
focating. Why, life has cracked open ten million like you. It's tougher than
you, meaner. Life just wants to copulate and grow big."
"I don't think you know what life is," I said, and James, disgusted,
called for another drink. When Judy brought them, she attempted to pur-
sade Matt to go with her into his bedroom where she'd read him a story,
but Matt was happy where he was. Judy decided to take a bath. "I've got
to go home," I said.
"Let's finish this thing first," James said. "Has it occurred to you
that when you quit you've got to find another job. Or do you plan to quit
work altogether?"
" No, Does this have a point?" I asked. "One that you can think of
and get to in the next hour?"
"So, you'll need a job. You'll comb your hair and you'll put a little
talcum on your face, to smell sweet, and you'll dress up. Not in those rags
you've affected these last months, playing the wounded artist, but white
shirt, tie, coat, the whole works. And the tie will be neat, even if it hurts
a bit. The shirt starched, even if it rubs your breasts raw. You won't
complain, you'll smile big." He demonstrated, drawing his chin in and
contorting his face into a dummy smirk. "The missile company will be
forgotten, meaningless as a healed blister. And with your education and
experience you'll finally get another job. After you've learned lo lie
about why you left the missile company. You'll be paid enough to keep
you warm or cool, to buy new ties and shirts, lo have enough time to think
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up reasons to bitch about plastic bags and your new job. Because when
you report to work, punctually, smiling, you'll be taken to a large area,
where it'll be brighter than day, no shadows, fluorescent lights which of-
fend your sensitive eyes. And that's where your new desk will be. A gray
steel one. You'll be taken to a glass and plastic cubicle to meet your new
supervisor, who won't be inclined to put up with your corny dreams and
self-righteous feelings. And all around you, Johnny, all around you'll hear
the same mindless cant you heard at the missile company. It's part of that
life. You believe me?"
I mulled over the idea, having a hard time thinking because of the
whiskey. "No, maybe I don't. There are some legitimate businesses."
"There's no escape, I tell you."
"I should be a postman." The idea came alive in me, and I was
actually excited, grinning. "A goddam perfect job. Walk around, deliver
the mail
—
"
"Oh hell, or maybe a fireman or policeman—or maybe even a soldier
like my little boy."
Hearing himself mentioned. Matt squirmed out of my lap and went
to his father, still half asleep. I got up to think, but I could hardly walk.
"I should go talk to my wife," I said.
We had several more, till I was too drunk to drive home, James too
drunk to take me. Judy, in bed now but not asleep, volunteered, and while
she dressed, James and I put Matt's pants on backwards. We left, without
even turning down that goddam television. Matt wanted me to carry him,
but when I kept stumbling James took his legs and I his arms. Even then
we had trouble and finally Judy helped us. James began his alma mater,
and I pushed him into the swimming pool. When I tried to pull him out,
he jerked me in, and we both screamed for help till we discovered we were
in three feet of water. I then showed James how to float on his back and
spout water like a whale.
The water sobered us some. James went in to put on dry clothes and
came back drunk again, carrying a bottle of whiskey. We drank straight
from the bottle. Judy drove my car. I held Matt in the backseat, which was
difficult because the car wouldn't move forward but like a carnival ride
flung itself along, whipped, spun, tossed.
James shouted and pounded the dashboard. "We're friends, and to-
night, Johnny, I'm going to make sure you get inside the house before
I dump you."
"Jamie!" Judy cried,
"Watch out for policemen and little children!" I yelled. "And now
please stop, Judy." I was feeling sick. She turned onto a side street and
pulled to the curb. James took Matt into the front seat and I tumbled out
and lay down on the grass. Tlie entire city was spinning and heaving along
with me.
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Finally James raised me to my feet and led me to the car. Matt, re-
strained by Judy from scrambling over the seat, kept asking what was the
matter with me. "Nothing," Judy said. "He's just had too good a time
and now he's feeling bad."
"I'm drunk. Matt," I said. "Oh, I'm so drunk. Matt! All I've learned
to do is get drunk.."
James offered me the bottle, but I wanted no more. "I promise you,"
he said, "we're going to teach you some things.
When we arrived at my house Matt and Judy stayed in the car while
James, singing his school song, marched boldly beside me, one arm around
me and the other pawing the darkness before us. James knocked first,
knocked bravely and nodded his head at me, then I knocked. We both
pounded. James ran out into the yard, fell down, got up, and shouted for
Judy to blow the horn. He ran back, and we beat the door again while
the horn beeped and then blared and the neighbor's lights began to flash
on.
Desperate now, I ran to the side of the house, James following. We
examined the windows till we found one unlatched. With James boosting
me I crawled into the house, calling out for Jean and John while still on
all fours on the floor. I found the lightswitch. The bed was made. I ran
through the house, flicking on every light, calling out for them. Even
after I knew they were gone.
All the lights were on. I'd looked in all the rooms, and now I stood
wobbling in the middle of the living room, glancing frantically about for
a note, beginning to cry and to be very afraid, while James banged still
on the door. When I finally let him in, he insisted on searching the house
with me, and he drank frequently from the bottle, silently. Eventually Judy
brought Matt in. "She just went out for the night,' James explained to her.
I insisted that was not so.
"She's all right, Johnny," Judy said. "She probably went to her
mother's. She's young, and things can seem bad when they really aren't."
"Her mother lives in St. Louis, four hundred miles," I said. "And
things are bad." I was struggling against the drunkenness, making an ef-
fort to stand straight and speak coherently.
"Is your little boy gone?" Matt asked. "You drunk?"
"Matt!" Judy cried.
Suddenly I thought I knew what would bring them back. "Look,
James, I'm not going to quit. And I won't holler anymore, won't gripe.
I'll pitch in, dress up right. I've got to straighten things out." I meant it
too, as much as I'd ever meant anything. I was tired beyond belief, done
fighting, willing to bargain.
James, excited, congratulated me on coming into my maturity. His
eyes were wild, of course, and he talked with great gestures ( there had
been precious little love around for anyone, for a long time now). He
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offered me a drink, he promised me my family back, he maintained I was
to have his job when he deposed the manager. Judy, too, was proud of
me for facing my responsibilities and suggested the sole remaining task of
my life was ridding myself of that unnecessary bitterness which spoiled
my personality, and impeded advancement.
They begged me to spend the night with them, and when I refused
offered to stay with me. I insisted they go.
I didn't sleep till shortly before dawn. As soon as they left, I called
Jean's family in St. Louis, confessed we'd quarrelled, and asked them to
have Jean call me when she arrived (if she did, I thought, hoping she was
en route there) . ''Don't get too upset," her mother said. "Jean's young,
and you make a good living for her. All young marriages have problems
to be worked out." After I hung up, I stumbled through the house, carry-
ing a cup of sloshing coffee, thinking about love, its queer workings,
moving aimlessly from lighted and empty room to the next, avoiding only
John's room where I'd seen the scattered toys on the floor.
When I slept, it was on the living room carpet.
I heard James honking out front, and I'd just managed to rouse my-
self when he began knocking. I let him in, ignored his comments about
sleeping in my clothes, and dressed while James made a pot of coffee.
I wore my best black suit, my Sunday clothes I'd have said when I was
a boy..
James did his best to be cheerful, but I could see he was preoccupied
with his hangover. So we didn't talk much on the way to work.
All morning I tried hard, tried to find some work to do, and failing
that tried to accustom myself to the idea of working on, without stint or
complaint, year after year, making missiles, or at least being where mis-
siles were somehow made. I tried, but before noon I'd rejected curtly
James' offer to have beer for lunch and found myself stalking through the
hallways, feeling trapped, hoping against myself, masked and divided.
I went downstairs and watched the procession of the soul-wearied to and
from the cafeteria, and when the bell signalled the resumation of work,
I left the building and wandered through the parking lots for more than
an hour, worrying about my family and myself.
But I had to go back. I sat down at my desk and took out my resigna-
tion diary, intending to tear it up, thinking that might be an act large
enough to cut off any retreat. I let it lay before me. I had plenty of time.
For another hour I stared at it, without even pretending to work, then
I went after a cup of coffee. I'd just returned when Jean's father called.
He was decent, polite, but I could tell he was keeping the four hundred
miles between us. John and Jean had arrived safely, he said, though the
bus ride had been miserable, ill-advised, not at all good for the child who'd
caught a cold and whimpered throughout the night. Otherwise, everything
was fine. Except Jean didn't think our marriage would ever work. Differ-
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ent ideas on some things. She had to do something before she broke down.
She would file for divorce immediately, I'd be able to see the child occa-
sionally, after a while, when the first shock was over. Goodbye, goodbye.
I put down the phone. It was done, finished, over, I thought. My
god. Oh no, Oh no, it's not, I suddenly thought. Not all. For I'd paid the
price now, and lost enough to claim what was left as mine. And it was as
though my heart, after laboring for months against a solid barrier, finally
forced a clear passage, and courage rolled tremendously into my veins.
I grabbed a pen and quickly wrote a perfunctory resignation and de-
livered it to James, explaining without apology I couldn't even give him
two weeks notice.
I went through the company clearance process drat very afternoon
and returned to clean out my desk. My diary I pondered over for some
minutes, then took it into James. "Keep this for me, will you?"
"I don't want that damn thing," he said. "I'd rather read Dostoevsky."
"Tear it up then." I pitched it on his desk.
We looked at each other for a long time, then his eyes gave him away
again. "I'll keep it," he said. "I'll need something to laugh at when you're
gone." He tossed it in a drawer.
I had a last quiet cup of coffee with James, the brilliant circus bear,
caught and caged, a capricious animal who didn't yet trust himself to
know the difference between the savage and the free, who didn't know
the barred door was locked from the inside.
But the fight was over between us, the dusky air was covering our
nakedness. . . .
I walked out of the missile company, left forever, leaving behind of
worth only memories of James (who'd be promoted aand promoted again,
fired for alcoholism, regroup while working at his family's neighborhood
grocery, then set sail again—which direction? Knowing what? I don't
know. I've heard different stories). And maybe in the recesses of James'
desk there was the beginning of a record, a human document, a history
of sorts. Is it larger now than it was? Has another inherited or discovered
it? Does he add to that record? Again I don't know, for I'm only a post-
man, with tendencies toward life and art, never ending world.
Saturday Morning
• V. A. Sarino
Saturday morning was dead when I woke up.
I heard the insects talking through the heat,
the birds too lazy to fly away.
They shrieked annoyedly, snapping angry wings.
Every leaf stood still to hurt me.
They jumped from tree to tree, they wouldn't soar.
They hopped like misers from branch to branch.
looking for the caterpillars, meaner than peevish children.
Emily Dickinson — Aperture
• Paul Grillo
you wait
against the closing garden.
there are dreams
—
mirrors and lace and secret gables
another woman
settled like a satin bird
under the folding willow
you linger in scarlet
faded eyes
and dim raphaelite hair
pale voices ride the evening sky.
you turn to go
and tremble
where the satin woman
sits beneath the willow
night is the house of forgetting
and faceless wings
in the dreaming hallway.
forever
—
only a white gown's rustle
upon the bannister
De Gustibus Non Est Disputandum
• Henry Petroski
We entertain acquaintances with wine
Of safe years and the most correct bouquet
Chosen to complement dinner. We say
A grace, if they would pray at home, and dine
At one end of our living room at nine.
By ten we stir coffee with words we weigh
Heavily over furniture and display
Exquisite taste in modern, straight design.
Most leave eleven or so, and we sigh,
But friends stay on to talk of timeless things,
Propped on pillows, drinking scotch after rye
Has dried in glasses left on exposed rings
On tables. We draw maps to where we buy
Antiques like they saw upstairs, where love sings.
The Shaping Sky
H. E. Francis
By noon the wind was lashing heavily. She could hear the water
vented with persistent thunder against the shore. The beach disappeared
helplessly under the waves. And the sky—shifting and changing slowly
for two days now—gathered in endlesG gray corrugations over the island
and extended across the Sound to the mainland, invisible now, into appa-
rent endlessness. Early winds, veils of rain, and squalls had heralded
the storm—then more insistent, frequent winds and rain, with the familiar
unpredictability of a forming sky. The hurricane was inevitable. In a few
hours it would strike directly.
"There's no end to the gray. It looks so deep," she said. Intermittent
rain pounced against the panes, dulled off, ceased.
"What?" Head bowed, Clint was caught up in disentangling a com-
plex of electrical wires. Around him sprawled undulations of red, blue,
green and white in an endless maze. Day and night—wires! They were
everywhere. Even her gaze lifted them up in a network east over the sway-
ing trees, the great boulders, the sand and the ocean beyond.
"I said I can't see the end. It's getting so dark." At her tone, he looked
up. His hands ceased working, but he held the wires firmly overlapped,
then glanced back down. That did it! Her blood rushed. "You could
speak!" Even her hand throbbed on the sill, the tips of her fingers
whitened.
"What good? When a wind like that blows, we can't hear. We'd just
end up shouting. Besides
—
"
His voice jogged her, leaped her pulse, there was a giddy triumph in
making him speak. She seized it. "Besides what? What?" He stopped, his
head fell to one side, his eyes fixed on the carpet. His shoulders rose and
fell deeply.
"Look, Rack—"
Rachel, Raquel, not Rack, she wanted to shout, but she recognized
the worn, familiar note, the creeping weariness gathering inside him.
Why do I keep at it? Still, his tone fed her. She goaded. "Look what?
Look what, Clint?'
"You want me to get out of the house and take my wires with me, is
that it?" Back to his generators, controls, whatever secret equipment the
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government had stuffed into that underground station at the other end
of the island.
"Well, this isn't the place. You could do your work there. Or in the
tool shed out back."
"I could, but I wouldn't see you."
"Me? As if that's your reason."
"Why else would I bring the stuff home? It's easier at the station—
"
"Well, do it there then!"
Abruptly he threw the wires down. She caught her breath. The spray
of loose wires quivered nervously over the carpet.
"Now, listen, you," he said. "There's going to be a hurricane, all hell's
about to break loose, and if anything happens I want to be right here
where I can be with you
—
"
"/ know what a hurricane's like, I've lived through one before
—
and without you." Hours she'd sat with her father, watching the oak
threaten their house, its roots tearing at the ground, swelling it. She saw
the fallen trees, the skeleton houses left, the whole waterfront—boats,
businesses, wharves—torn away, leaving only broken pilings like black
bones protruding from the water. Wreckage and debris everywhere—and
all along the beach dead fish and crabs tangled in seaweed, clam shells
and scallops strewn on the sand.
"You don't need me, do you?" he said, almost too softly. She trem-
bled at sight of his forehead furrowed, his eyes squinted in bewilderment.
Almost, she yielded, but said, "No, I don't. I never said I did, did I?"
"But you might need me in this storm. It's the worst since we came
here."
"Oh, take care of yourself!"
"You really do want me to go, don't you?" He was close. She gripped
the window. The rain was mounting, the entire beach hazed by it. Oh,
don't, don't touch me, she thought. She didn't want him to start that. After,
when it was over and she lay still, there would be the empty sky and,
farther than she could see, something more; she would look at him coldly
then, thinking. What? wondering why she thought she'd be free and ex-
pansive here, why they'd wanted to come to the island, how far they could
go . . . "Do you, Rack?"
Rack!
"Yes." She was near to tears. "Yes. For God's sake, isn't it clear?"
"With a storm coming and nobody around? You don't care what
happens to yourself or me or anything? You want to be alone that bad?"
"Yes yes yes! For heaven's sake."
"It's a hurricane, damn it! There won't be a soul
—
" There was the
lighthouse. She saw the light—a great arm groping in the growing dark,
round and round and round. She could see it from the ridge behind the
house, above the shed. "Old Michaels and the two boys will be plenty
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busy," he said, taking that argument away from her too. "Besides, half
a mile might's well be a hundred in a storm. And you can bet the Coast
Guard's not about to risk a crew for us in the hurricane."
'I don't care," she cried. "There are times—days—when if I'm with
you, I feel
—
"
"Rack, don't say anything you'll—we'll—be sorry for." Again, he
said it so softly, she quivered. She felt cruel, but why did she exult in it?
She turned away. "I won't if you'd just go
—
go. And—" She pointed to
the spidery wires quivering at his feet. "—take them with you." And she
ran upstairs to the bedroom, feeling suddenly expansive and free in the
air blowing so clean through the house.
She listened, measuring time: he picked up the wires, went for his
keys, slammed tlie back door, then the car door, turned the whining igni-
tion—half-heard, half-imagined sounds all too faint in the wind. From
the window she watched. Below, the Volkswagen backed clumsily out,
jerked, and headed down the road, small, looking pathetically alive as it
bucked through already great pools of blown water. Could he hold it
steady? Clint? Her hands touched out. But in an instant the car dis-
appeared. Between shadows of rain she glimpsed patches of road and the
far tip of the island.
Rain came down in a mad drumming on the roof, the pane came alive
with wriggling water, the ocean seemed to come up over. The room dark-
ened. Dark flowed into the deeps of the mirror. It shrank the house. And
she saw the other, her father's little house, his anxious face watching the
blown oak heave at the ground. If only she could talk to him, she wanted
to, he always understood her impulses. Downstairs she sat at the desk
and wrote to him:
I thought the island would be my salvation, Dad. It's more
than Clint and me getting to know each other to the full, or my
being alone to think about things. Tlie island's space, a whole
mile long, and— thanks to Uncle Sam—just for us. Oh, I say us
but there are two boys, Mark and Griff, at the lighthouse
—
Coastguardsmen—and the old civilian keeper, Michaels. That's
his last name, but we call him that. Clint's in charge of some con-
fidential work
—
I've never seen his station— to do with defense
surely. And we've a large government house that's set rather low
by the shore. I can see the sea and hear it always—that's the
joy, I mean it sounds inside me deep and far and dark and keeps
awakening things I never knew. I keep yearning . . . Well, you
understand, Dad, I'm sure. Bit by bit I'm getting to know the
island, every inch of it—and more: trees and wild flowers, ber-
ries, and—would you believe it?—even insects. And fish! I can
cook up any old thing that comes out of the sea. Griff and I go
berrying and practically every day I lake something I bake up
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to the light or the boys come here. We play cards—Clint's mad
for pinochle and poker, but Mark and I are veteran bridge play-
ers. But it's after, at night, that I jeel the island most. You've
no idea how much, Dad. Do you remember how closed in I felt
at home because I thought the house was too small and (I'm
ashamed to say it now) because I thought our lives were so little?
Of course, I'd never been alone enough then. Coming here was
like (Don't you laugh! I can see you doing it though!) taking
all my clothes off and going back to something I never knew.
I felt so pure and good and clean and for the first time I felt
I knew things, everything. I felt made for this. But right off
I thought, They'll take this away from you. That made me afraid,
or jealous for it. Still, I keep thinking that now, and sometimes
I want to put my arms around all the sea and space—like some-
body—and gather it all up in my arms and hold it. Some nights
I dream about the island as if I were already somewhere else,
looking back on it, lost, and I wake up crying. I tell Clint the
dreams, but he laughs at me. He's happy here too—only in a dif-
ferent way. I think he's happy because I am. In a way he sees
himself in me. Does that make sense? And I was—am—happy
with that. Nobody's ever given me so much space—I mean free-
dom, not just the island itself—to breathe, and live in. From the
beginning he knew I was part of him and belonged to him. May-
be that's why he wanted to get this post. But somehow . . .
Only she did not want to tell him this: Dad, somehow he's closed in. At
first I seemed to grow out of him, and through him too. I felt it would go
on and on, he'd lead me into more and more. . . . But now he leaves off
work or carries it home. Maybe he thinks I go to the light too much or the
boys come here too often when he's not here and I yield loo much to the
temptation of seeing them. I am drawn to them, it's so natural, and I need
to have as much freedom as Clint, we live better—best—^that way. Before,
he let me take things back to him, to share—I want to feel close to every-
thing. But now I feel if I turn around—though I do love him—he'll be
standing there watching, with love yes, but watching
—
not to let me go
far, even in my head. Do you understand that. Dad, He's everywhere. May-
be he's jealous of the freedom he let me have. I know it's love, but I must
be treated with absolute confidence; our freedom has to be equal, though,
I admit, when I do feel abused—limited, I mean—I stand up to him, I did
just now, I want my ground—alone and free. It's damning, but I can't
help it. I need
—
Lightning turned the air an instantaneous, livid white. The cracked
sky leaped into the room. As rapidly, dark descended, thunder rolled
—
three times—and rumbled the earth, quaking the house beneath her. A sec-
ond's silence fell before she heard the insistent wind again, the jolted
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windows, loose doors whacked. The invading draft came in everywhere.
Raw September air. Her arms were damp with it. And the room was cold.
The thermostat registered forty-nine. She turned it up, but hearing no
returning click—too much wind?—she tried the light switch: it w^as fine.
She went down into the cellar. The air was warmer and dry, but the
furnace was not going, there was no pilot on. Clint would settle that. She
would wait.
Upstairs, the sounds so remote down there assailed her. The wind,
moaning as if now in lament, now anger, split into multiple furies, and
shrieks almost human battered the walls. The house trembled with it.
There was fright in her, but at the same time she felt a perverse admira-
tion for the power of it, its driving insistence, and a perverse pride too
in standing up to it. Clint would—yes he would—be proud of her too. No,
she would not give in. She would wait it out.
I'll bake him his mocha cake, she thought, the oven will warm the
kitchen. The electric stove hummed; she left the door open a bit for heat.
Three o'clock already! The dark was growing with a dreary almost pal-
pable heaviness. Thank God for such high windows.
As she slid the mixing bowl out, the phone rang. The ring made her
leap, jolted by how alone she really was, how much space there was around
her—
"Yes?"
"Are you submerged down there yet?'
"Griff!" Not Clint. He wouldn't give in either. "I do feel like a fish,"
she said. *'The window looks like pure water, but we've got some to go yet
before we start swimming." Griff laughed. She heard Mark heckling
behind and the faint sound of the warning signal at the light whooooop
—
vihooooop—whooooop—"Just thought we'd take the next wave down." He
sounded very far away. "No pinochle tonight, looks like. Tide s awfully
high and still coming up. It may cross the road. You all right down
there?"
"Fine, though I'd always feel better if I could see the light. You're
not that high up— 1 wish you were." Her mind leaped the ridge—encom-
passed, as she talked, the knoll that jutted almost like an island by itself
out into the sea toward Orient Point, toward Connecticut, and the light
sweeping its circle, rising and falling in hypnotic undulations. "We just
wanted to make sure you were both okay," he said. "No telling how long
it'll last. If the roads clear when the eye of the storm goes, one of us'Il
maybe drive down. New London keeps sending out warnings, but Michaels
is here to get them—no problem. Winds're up to a hundred and more.
What's Clint doing?"
Clint. Outside, the elms bent, like hair torn back painfully. "Some-
thing with wires," she said.
He laughed. "You women! Well, okay, then— So long."
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"So long." Distantly came the final click and the current returned,
a soft hiss in her ear. She hung up. The wind moaned a vast moan that
rose and fell, always close; heavy reverberations ran through the house.
Outside was a vast gray garden already sunken in the underwater current.
Dark over the surface floated tlie heavy sky.
By the time she set Clint's cake into the oven, the wind had become
a relentless howl; it seemed to pour out of a gigantic animal slumped over
the house, pressing and crying for entry. Now and then, prodded by a close
noise—or the thud-tV-ud of the willow against the spare bedroom wall
—
she went from room to room: something torn away? roof? bricks fallen?
a heavy branch torn free? She looked down: wind stripped the trees com-
pletely, doubled them mercilessly. Below, the sea was monstrous: corru-
gations of waves such as she had never seen, coming like great, endless
serpents rising higher and higher, abruptly striking down. Horrible! And
suddenly she could feel darkness falling, feel water and sky close as wind
on her flesh, as if all the heavens were directed at her. She had not realized
she was so afraid, seeing the storm for the first time, air and water, sky,
land, and trees all come alive, wriggling into a motion too big for her to
hold back. Her mind could not contain the enormity of it. The pane was
cold. She withdrew her hand. She backed away from the window, her hand
clutched her heart in a futile attempt to still her mounting feeling and
gather calm. The sky seemed to darken visibly. Clint. She shivered. The
house was getting colder. Tlie furnace
—
The stairwell was heavy with dark. She struck the switch. No light?
Now what! She tried the bedroom switch too. Not—She hurried down. No
wonder she smelled no baking. The oven was lukewarm, though evidently
not too long off. Phone Clint. But even at the telephone she hesitated. You
ivanted this—But before she was aware she was thinking, something inside
her said. But not this isolation; the voice within came like another's she
could not identify, surely not her own, Dont let your pride— She picked
up the receiver.
She heard nothing. She pressed it, taut, straining to cut out the
tumult. But there was no sound. A void. But she dialed— Nothing. Then
she dialed the lighthouse. Nothing, not an echo. Not the boys at the light.
Not Clint. She felt the distance grow, she saw space, an endless dark tun-
nel through the wire. She hung up. Forlorn, she stood there, not able to
think, not able to grasp it: she could call no one. Instantaneously stilled,
she could not feel, and then she cried out Noooooooo. But in the noise she
could not hear even herself; she felt only a peculiar soundless vibration
inside her. She shivered.
If there were some way to communicate—for her, from up there.
Surely Clint would see— Oh, why didn't he come back? Why'd he dare
leave her like this, even if— Mounting again, she felt the trembling of the
walls, the drafts multiplied, everything caught in that endless moaning
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and slapping that drowned all other sounds. She could not see down the
road. She pressed against the pane, but she need not have: the road dis-
appeared under the water. She held her breath. Calm yourself. She must
have imagined it. But no, the water did cover the road, the land was
divided, there were two islands now.
She stared down into the water: it crashed over as if there had never
been land there. Clint! Her gaze fled over the island and the ocean and
the dark sky and the nearby trees—as if there could be another access
—
Everything bent before the storm; wind and water, all fury, were driven
toward her in this house. She felt its presence touch her, her body was
damp with it. The whole house rattled and creaked in bony emptiness
around her. It deafened her. / must not let go. There must be some way.
Her mind raced: light, boys, passages, short cuts, hill; but it always came
back to road, road, road to Clint cut off, and the road to the light and
Griff and Mark. But that road was lower, nearly in swampland, where
For a brief second she saw cat-o-nine-tails, dragonflies, and hummingbirds,
the eternal still scud in that quiet garden spread over the water—lost, gone
now— No. She turned around. Go down? up? She was suspended help-
lessly. How high will the water come? The house seemed to grow, to
inflate itself to hold back the storm a little longer. The house was too
large for her. She felt so small, an island in it. Tlien she did move, instinc-
tively, up the tiny stairway to the remnant attic. She had to stoop under
the low roof. There was a small window vent on either side, and she hud-
dled, looking out: as far as she could see, the gray sea disappeared into
black edges of eternal darkness; below were madly shifting whitecaps,
a whole chaos that looked like lustful mouths, fingers, arms of some ter-
rible undefinable beast roused and maddened, whose very form fell off
into unknown darkness. She closed her eyes. Clint. How would he get
here? When would she see him? But he would—must—come. She stopped
thinking, shocked that she could hear her own sounds: peculiar gasps in
her dry throat. But she could not lie here. Though where go? Yet she
went—slipped out the door, edged down, wanting to cry but at the same
time daring, daring something— as if she were being watched, so that she
felt an almost triumphant relief when she reached the living room and felt
she had escaped—but what? There was nothing. And for one instant even
the wind felt good, the space welcome. Yet it was too dark, dark came in
through the windows, it was nearly impossible to tell inside from out, and
even the sea was a dark glimmer—she could not tell how high it was, or
how close. But she felt the sound—yet could not distinguish which was
wind, which sea, only that it all thundered loo close. The unflagging sound
maddened her. Clint would know what to do. What was happening to him?
Was he safe in that underground room of his? Poor Clint. Even after tlie
storm it would be hours before the water went down and he could cross
She was cold. Surely she could light the pilot. Yes. Would the ihermo-
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Stat work without lights? She did not know. When she opened the door,
such a draft met her that for one lightning second she thought she had
mistaken the door. A loose window was knocking—the glass had broken
and water was pouring over the sill. From the lowest step, she watched the
puddle grow rapidly and edge toward her. "No," she murmured, thinking,
It will fill the cellar and come up higher and higher. But no, that's silly,
the hurricane will be over by then. Yet upstairs again, when she fell against
the door, the hurricane was raging as if it would never end, and the house
palpitated, shuddered, rumbled. Out the front window all was so dark and
extensive that she could tell nothing except that the water seemed unbrok-
en. She had to open the front door—^to find out. The door flung her clear,
swung and struck the wall, wind drenched the floor with rain, the water
spread quickly. "Agggggggg," she uttered, glimpsing the water in rushes
on the steps. She got behind the door and pressed, tried and tried to close
it, but she could not overcome the violent wind. Finally she let go and
stood there, watching the water gather, feeling the wind blast freely
through the house. "Clint!" she cried, slumping against the wall, thinking,
It will come in, I could hide upstairs, and she started toward the stairs,
but thought. It will come up there too, maybe it won't but it might eat at
the foundation, move the house, and bricks, no telling what
—
Oh, my God,
ivhy me? She saw herself in the drifting attic
—
/ mUrSt get out. But how? Yet she found her raincoat, put on galoshes.
And now? If she could get over the ridge out back and signal the light!
But the very idea seemed absurd; with the wind so violent, she might not
be able even to stand up in it. The tool shed was fairly high up the slope;
if she could once get into it—and wait—and then, when the storm tapered
off, get to the crest, the boys might see her from the light; surely they'd
be frantic about her and Clint . . .
Having made her decision, she dared not look around, but the house
besieged her: my house, ours: Clint deep in the web of colored wires, the
boys playing pinochle, the first dreary nights cleaning the place after
they'd arrived, the exhaustion, the tender quiet after, upstairs in their
quiet room with the hushed sea, the spread she embroidered, the bed her
father had bought them, her grandmother's antique washbowl, Clint's
clothes and that pipe—and— She saw it then in tlie kitchen: his lighter.
He did not have his lighter. A sign. Quick, she said, "Fire. Burn the shed."
It came like a revelation. Rapidly she opened the back door. It burst back,
wind swooshed through the house. The outside stairs were dark too, and
the water had come round, the way was barely clear. She went down fast,
leaped over the water— Instantly her feet were drawn heavy into the mud
—she jerked them, trying to move swiftly, but the wind brought her to
a halt, nearly felling her. She had to duck, but it butted so that she had
to go down on all fours. She wrenched her hands out of the mud, but
stayed, discovering the wind did not strike so low, knowing it was the
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only way she could make it to the shed. Her head streamed with water,
rain seeped under her raincoat, she dragged mud. But at last she felt wood,
unhooked the door, fell into the shed— And—thank God the wind was
with her—she closed the door and hooked it. At once the dark, close walls
were comforting—warmer and quiet, protective; she felt a reprieve from
the water, escaped into dryness. But she could think only fire, burn. She
felt around her, all dry, yes, dry: newspapers, magazines, boxes, which she
tore at, threw into the corner. That would do it—surely Clint or the boys,
someone, would see the fire, they'd knoiv. She'd get back somehow to the
house. Maybe she'd have to wait long, but she would be sure they knew
—
She took out the lighter—Clint! touched it to her cheek—and then
flicked it again and again, but it did not work, again and again, but there
was no flame, notliing
—
She kneeled, staring unseeing into the dark. Oh, my God, what have
I done? There were no windows, only the finest crack of gray light around
the door, but she did not care, she took off the raincoat and galoshes now
—her feet were so cold—and sat in the corner among the papers and tucked
her feet up under her, trying to warm them. And at first they were warm,
but the longer she sat, the more the wet air penetrated, wind and cold
seeped through the walls. She was alone. She did not want to be alone.
"Oh, Clint," she murmured, but it was her father's voice she heard. When-
ever you want to come home, both of you, there's alivays a place for you
with me. Her mother's portrait hung behind his favorite Fireside: they
were always together. Beyond, her mother was playing the piano. Her
hair fell in soft silver waves about the back of her head. In a minute Mitzie
Green from across the street would come bounding up the front steps.
Even with her eyes open, she saw them . . .
She did not hear the fury outside so keenly now. Tomorrow she and
Clint would be together, she would bake a cake, Clint loved moca, so did
Griff, they would go to the light, she would show them all that a woman
could be glad if they won, she would be a good loser, only to play, yes, to
pla>— She seemed to drift off; the wind moaning unceasingly gave her
a peculiar kind of hynotic sleep, yet she was not sleepy, she did not sleep;
only, wide awake, a kind of suspension came over her, and in that im-
mobility her whole self drifted, then abruptly fell away, touched the wall,
felt the hardness and the splinters, and her bones ached with crouching.
She was alone, but he would come the instant the blow fell off and the
water receded. He would find her. She heard him call and saw the door
open, the full light of day pour in as he reached for her
—
Somewhere an impulse came to shout loud so that wherever they
were, Clint and the boys could hear her. And she wanted to cry, but she
would not. Then she wanted to cry out in defiance. You you you! and she
felt ashamed, humbled, and her head fell. Her arms went out to the air.
Oh, Clint, forgive me, please. And she slumped back into her self, listen-
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ing— It was the quiet rock of her father's chair, the piano playing, and
she thought, In an hour Clint will come up the front porch for me. She
did not know how long it was she waited, yet heard no door, no special
sound, but she felt his touch— She jerked. She was clutching the lighter
hard. Numb, she reached out. Tiie water came up cold around her knees.
Father
Sreenivasa Rao
Father, I thought you died years ago;
Pile on pile of faggot, I lit the funeral pyre,
Collected shattered bones and ashes
And performed immersion rites;
They spoke of floods in the river and the black night,
But the woman defied edgeless darkness
And happened by my side,
I became sure you had died.
But now I have doubts;
I see your damaged body
And men of law and order
Report with authority
That you lie mangled behind the stable.
Blood flowing from head and shoulders
Bruised knees and feet;
Tell me.
How can I go crush Lantana leaves
And apply the juice where it hurts?
She was in the shrub
Where the leaves touched her breasts
And she quickened into flame
And I felt like Brahma after his cosmic sleep.
Besides, she is not dead
Nor is she bruised, father, fallen tree.
She breathes forth health like the Night-queen
In the tropical East.
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Old Hughes
• John C. Evans
Let no one now condemn old Hughes,
Who forty years had farmed his place;
The harshness of his grudging soil
Was in his face.
His wife had helped him; year on year
She'd plodded through the flinty fields
To grub out stumps and clear their land
For better yields.
And so she filled his need, but Hughes
Unheeding, limping at her side,
Was scarcely conscious of that need
Until she died.
And kindly neighbors when they came
Found Hughes and sought to speak with him
But had no thanks; he sat unstirred.
Silent and grim.
The old church elders took his hand;
The pastor spoke; good ladies brought
Him meat and baking that he might
Morn as he ought.
That day they buried her Hughes walked
Alone and sat the only one
And lingered till they said at last
They were all done.
Then turned away; and hobbling off
He went back home and did his chores.
Went on inside the silent house.
Locked both the doors.
And spent one terrifying night
Drinking raw gin; then gray and worn
He started out at three o'clock
To plant his corn.
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Case History
• Biron Walker
I came unclothed into this sometimes world
and since have sidled through it thinly clad.
A kid, I waked up scared by Granddad's snore
and mixed it in dreams with what the owls said.
I have watched the firefly wink in my palm
and weighed the tensioned cobweb's freight of dew.
I have ranged the russet coverts in late
fall and sugared my lips with foxgrape juice.
I have had loose nails leak blood husking corn,
my tongue flayed on the frosted knob of a door.
I have sucked hot melons opened on stone
and breathed clover's burden under the mower.
I have tugged the breech-turned calf from the cow
and set its slobbering mouth at her teats.
I have broken stump-ground wtth coultered plow
and grinned at short skirts on Saturday streets.
I have wet-sanded cedar to the smooth feel
of heirloom plate, and learned the artful craft
of jointing corners with a tight dovetail
for chests to scent the keepsakes young girls have.
I have cut my hound from snarled barbed strands
of rusting wire. I have steadied the gun
and shaped a grave for him with those same hands—
thus early shared the toll we pay the ground.
I have scouted the world that mind has made:
some books—Chaucer, Donne, Hopkins, one or two—
and stirred awhile in the translated shade
of Zeno, Sophocles, Homer, Plato.
I have chafed at many a tall hour talked
down by the unyoung youth and the unwise old
—
Christ's cause, Caesar's cut, pilot truth—and walked
spraddled, nursing Childe Roland's saddle scald.
I have fitted myself to uniforms
on two fronts and paid taxes on a house.
I have got with sole intent a live, warm
child and known a second bachelorhood.
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I liave crabbed for words on the tidal shore
of meaning and sought in waters and wind
the ring and beat of a true song's measure,
anguished to speak to you in my own kind.
There things were mediated by a grace
half-sensed by me, whose ceaseless streaming—though
designed to grind and size me to your shape
—
has not yet told me to nor won me you.
Bachelor Fare
• Biron Walker
As mealtime nears, I drift to the kitchen stove
to do the chores behind the names: broil, baste,
saute, simmer; pare, dice, shred; salt to taste;
fold in—all done with art but little love.
This menu improvised, this bachelor fare
—
I could survive on it if I could eat,
could face the silent house, the single plate,
the hunger of my unasked guest Despair.
Try it On
you said. And so I did.
Cleopatra's moss green
emerald with its beaten
silver galleries hid
the third of my finger bone.
I remember spaces of time:
Pliny's golden lion with an eye
of emerald; the talisman stone
of Charlemagne and the rose
of carven beryl that some say
Cortez brought back; how a
woman in childbirth knows
its potent healing, yet
the virgin wears it for
her purity. I give
it back. Let it beget
upon your hand a mystic tree
of blessing on whose green
veined boughs birds sing
eternally.
For Katherine Anne Porter • Sister Maura, S.S.N.D.
Who Is the Woman?
• William Curran
Who is the woman I never met.
Who should have proved my one true love?
Is she, too, arid with regret
—
In a yak-hair tent perhaps, in cold Tibet,
Her peasant husbands squatting near the stove?
She lives—or may have lived and died
—
In a sequestered spot of earth.
I never found her though I've tried
For sixty years come Eastertide,
A holy mandate given me at birth.
I searched for promise in many eyes
In field and factory, cart and train
And groped for proof in random thighs
And married twice to vouch for lies
And read Tinmeus many times in vain.
I have no wish to find her now.
There's nothing we could do but dream
Of joys that might have been, since how
Can aged bodies ever know
True love? I only want to hear her name.
from out of a group he came
• Apablaza
from out of a group he came
a single name
which is what he wished
from out of the whole out
of what it all is what they all
were what they all did he made
his fame
using it all one thread
from a ball a single name
reveled out dangling held by them
by the group
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